The Gazette
The Blue Triangle Quilt Guild
Special points
of interest:

“The Year of Jubilee”
S e p t e m b e r

ZOOM Class:
Jerona will be teaching
a class on how to finish
your quilt with a facing
as oppose to binding it.
The supply list and instructions are in this
newsletter. I will also
email it to you so that
you can print it.

REMINDER:

Prayer/Praise – 1

We will have our September
meeting via the ZOOM platform. Please look for your
invitation from me in the very
near future.
Looking forward to seeing all
of you on September 26th at
9:00 am. Jerona will be
teaching a class on how to
finish your quilt with a facing
as oppose to binding it.

Birthdays— 2

ZOOM meeting Agenda:

Events—3

Welcome/Prayer

Amazon—4

Prayer/Praise Request

Under your needle—5

Birthday Celebrations

Block # 17—6—8

New/Old Business

Block #18— 9

Show and Share

Project— 10—16

Bag Class

Photos —17– 20

Prayer/Adjournment

Inside this Issue:

2 0 2 0

Helen Simmons—Health Concerns
Shirley Stoneham—Husband
Phyllis—Health Concerns
Hastle—Grandchild in college
Norma/Adrian—Back to school
Sanita—Husband
Prayers for families affected by Laura

Sanita—Son made it home
Beverly—new granddaughter

Recipe of the Month:
Smothered Porkchops and Rice
1 (10 3/4 ounce) can of cream of mushroom soup

Membership dues— It’s not
too late to pay your dues. Late
fee will be assessed total $55.
If you are new member, dues
are $45.
“National Sewing Month

1 1/2 cups of water
1 cup of long grain rice (uncooked)
1/4 onion
1/4 teaspoon of pepper
3-4 Pork chops (seasoned to your taste)
Directions:
Stir together soup, water, rice and pepper in a
3 quart casserole dish. Add onions. Season porkchops to your taste and place on top of rice. I season them the night before. Cover and bake at 350
degrees for 1 1/4 hours or until meat is done and
liquid is absorbed. Take foil off of dish 15 minutes
before the end of cooking time.
Remove from oven and let rest 5 minutes.
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Birthdays
September Birthdays:



Diann Dillard—1st



Brenda Kinner Sandles— 4



Amanda Lewis—30th



Edith Jordon— 25

Do you have a praise
report, accomplishments,
or other special events in
your life etc. that you
would like to share with
the Guild? Let me know
and I will get it in the
newsletter.

Committee Updates
Website Committee:
The website committee is
seeking more members in
order to help manage and
inform our website design.
If you are interested in joining this team, please let
Jerona or Marie know.
Thanks

Let’s continue to lift our
sisters in prayer.
Please notify me
regarding your loss,
hospitalization, illness,
etc. and I will get an email
out to members.
If for some reason you are
not able to get in touch
with me, please contact
our Vice President –
Natashia Davis-Miller at
415-312-1067 or email
natashia_n_miller@yahoo
.com).
You may also contact our
Hospitality Chairs; Bea
Petty c-281- 413 - 4505
or by email
(bhpetty57@yahoo.com)
or Patricia Nelson c– 832477-6446 or by email
(pat4721@gmail.com)
and either ladies will make
sure that we are notified.
CONTACT: For
additional information
please contact: Jerona I.
Williams (jerona@att.net)
c – 832-746-8060 and
h -713 - 896-9010.

October Birthdays:

Guild Retreat Information
Guild Retreat postponed until 2021!
June 23-27, 2021
Twelve Pines Retreat Center

Here’s What You Missed at the August ZOOM Meeting:











Much needed fellowship with your sisters!
Praise and Prayer Reports
Bag Class
August Birthday sing-a-long
New/Old Business
Show and Share
Your Sisters! We had at least 20 members in attendance.
The after fellowship time of 30 minutes after the meeting. No one wanted to leave.
Girl………………..you need to make the next meeting! Just saying :)!
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ACTIVITIES & EVENTS


Join Claudia on Tuesdays & Thursdays at Emancipation Park for " A Social Quilting
Class" from 10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. If you have questions or need more information, give
Claudia a call at - (281) 412-4129. (SUSPENDED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE)

Charity Committee: Thanks to the Phyllis, Edith, and Diann for making kits for baby
quilts. If you would like a kit, please reach out to one of the committee members and they will
mail you one. Each member is encouraged to donate two baby quilts for our Wheeler Charity
yearly. All members who mail or drop off their quilts to Jerona prior to the end of December will
receive a tax donation letter from the guild for tax purposes.

New Virtual Meeting Agenda Format (starting in June):



9:00 am - 9:30 am - Prayer and Fellowship
9:30 am - 10:30 am - Business Meeting
Monthly Birthday Celebrations
Old Business
New Business
Show and Share—Included in Newsletter (new)

10:30 am - 11:30 am -

Class
Prayer and Dismissal
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Shop on Amazon using their Smile program and we get 0.5% of every purchase! Same products,
same prices, same service!
Click the link below to access the Blue Triangle Quilt Guild Smile account. Be sure to put it in your
bookmark tool so you can remember to use it when you shop.
https://smile.amazon.com/ch/83-0847213
This is an easy way for us to raise money, so help us by promoting it to your friends.
OR
If for some reason, the above link does not work…follow these 3 EASY STEPS:
Go to smile.amazon.com
If you already have an Amazon account, sign in and it will prompt you to select your charity.

2. Search for: Blue Triangle Quilt Guild
3. Confirm your selection.
That’s it! Now every time you shop on Amazon, start at smile.amazon.com and the Blue Triangle Quilt Guild will benefit (at no extra cost to you!). Share with your friends and thank you for your
support.
VERY IMPORTANT NOTE: You must make your amazon purchases using the
smile.amazon.com site in order for the BTQG to receive your fundraising donation. Purchases
made using www.amazon.com will not count.
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“What’s Under My Needle?”
Auian L. Ward, VP Programs
September 26, 2020

As I prepared this post, we were all waiting and watching the paths of Marco and
Laura. By the time you read this, I hope you all stayed safe.

When our youngest daughter moved, I had plans of pulling out decor I had saved, including a quilt, to set up the room. Well, COVID-19 said, “NO!” Instead, I have set up a
homeschool for my two grandsons. Just when we thought we were retired, they pull us
right back in. (LOL). Think English Language Arts, Reading, Math, Science, Social Studies, TEAMS, STEM, P.E. and Handwriting--which they don’t teach anymore...so guess
what? However, I am learning to navigate through sites on the laptop for Elisha and
keep Ean busy with activities.
Don’t forget to VOTE. Thomas and I received the application to apply for the mail in
ballot on the same day, mailed it back, and we are waiting for the ballot. We plan to
hand deliver the ballot. There has been a noticeable slow down in the mail delivery and
evidence that packages are being taken. So, I am nervous about ballots. What are your
thoughts?
Our “Scrappy Sampler Block Party” continues with blocks 17-18. Once we finish in December, you will have made 24 blocks. Do you want to make one large quilt or divide
your blocks and make two quilts? Start putting aside fabrics from your stash that you
want to see as a part of your sashing, borders, and backing. Share some of your ideas
as we work toward finishing our last few blocks. I hope you have enjoyed your piecing
experience so far.
My latest movie venture: “Greenleaf.”
Happy quilting….Auian
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Scrappy Quilt Directions—# 17
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Scrappy Sampler Block Party”
Block 17 Picture
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Scrappy Sampler Block Party”
Block 18 Directions and Pictures
(1)
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HOW TO MAKE A QUILT FACING
February 8, 2017, WeAllSew
Art Quilter, Robbi Joy Eklow, shares her method for facing a quilt, a finish that gives the edges of a quilt
a clean look without the frame of traditional quilt binding.
A facing is similar to a binding on a quilt, except that it’s turned completely to the back so there is no
visual line around the edge of a quilt. I also prefer a facing because the hand stitching required at the end
is easier as there is more fabric turned to the back, and it doesn’t have to be exact. Also, I find this method of making corners easier than traditional binding.
The beauty of this method is that once you’ve marked the outside edge of the facing, you can just sew.
You can eyeball the measurements of the strips you’ll use. It’s quick, and it’s forgiving. You might want
to try a sample or a mug rug before tackling a larger quilt.

Materials to Make a Quilt Facing
Quilt ready for edge finishing (if it’s not trimmed, wait until later to trim it. You’ll see why!)
2 1/2″ strips for facing, length to match the perimeter of the quilt (You shouldn’t be able to see the facing when done, so it doesn’t have to match perfectly)
4″ or 5″ square for each corner (The edges of the corners may show a bit, so keep that in mind when
choosing fabric)
Thread to match facing strips
Very fine quilting pins
Sewing machine
Walking foot
Steam iron and water
Spray starch
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1. If you have not already trimmed your quilt to size, mark a line 1/4″ outside each edge of your quilt.
Don’t trim now (I trim my quilt before starting this process).

I leave wider borders than I need on my art quilts, I think it’s easier to quilt now, trim later. If you have already trimmed your quilt to size, be aware that this method will decrease the overall dimension of your
quilt by a bit more than a 1/2″ in each direction.

2. You need one facing strip for each edge of your quilt. I use 2 1/2″ wide strips, pressed wrong sides together along the length to yield a double-layered strip 1 1/2″ wide. We’ll sew the strip to the quilt using a
1/4″ seam allowance leaving a 1″ facing on the back side of the quilt.
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If you need to sew two lengths of strips together for a larger quilt, sew strips together on an angle.
3. While you are ironing, take each square and fold it on the diagonal, wrong sides together, and press. I used
5″ squares from a charm pack. These triangles will cover the raw edges of the facings at each corner of the
quilt.

4. The triangles are placed on the top of the quilt at each corner, with the raw edges matching the raw edges of
the quilt (or your mark made on the edges of the quilt).
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5. Place one long strip along each edge. Don’t go all the way to the very corner, but leave a little space.
This will help cut down on the bulk of fabric layers in the corner, and the triangle will cover the raw ends
of the facing strips.
I like to gently pin the strips and triangles to the quilt. Don’t pull on the strip, just lay it down gently.
Note: if you prefer, don’t trim the second end of each strip at this point, leave extra and trim it when you
get to the corner while sewing.

6. And now we sew, using the Walking foot to help evenly stitch through all the layers at once. I leave the
default settings on the machine for a straight stitch, and sew gently, lining up the 1/4″ marking on the sole
of the foot to the raw edge of the strip
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Start at one top corner and stitch down the side. Go slow, it’s easier to take your time and get it right than to
go back and rip it out. Gently feed the quilt under the foot, let the machine do the work. Don’t pull or push the
fabric through. If you didn’t trim the end of the strip yet, trim it right before you get to the corner, allow that
little bit of the square to show. Turn the quilt 90 degrees and start stitching the second side, then the third, and
then the last.

7. Go back to each corner, and sew across the corner at an angle to help strengthen the corner for turning.
Backstitch a few times back and forth.
8. Fire up your steam iron and press all the facing strips towards the outside edge on each side.

9. Move the needle position to the RIGHT two clicks. Top stitch all the way around the quilt, running the fold
along the blade of the foot.

The stitching should be going through the facing and the quilt, to the right. Start at the edge of the quilt at each
corner.
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10. Trim the corners: lop off the corner about 2mm away from the stitching. Taper the edges of the quilt coming towards the corner starting about an inch away. Now is the time to trim the edges of the quilt itself. You
have some leeway, as the cut edge will be hidden under the facing.

11. Fire up your steam iron and start pressing the edges. You want to use the facing to pull the quilt edge
around. I like to have about 1/16″ of an inch of quilt front showing on the back. Steam it up as you go.
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12. Flip the folded square to the back and use a blunt instrument like a chopstick or a forceps to help
smooth out the corner. Don’t use scissors or anything sharp that may cut or punch a hole in the corner.

13. At this point you can take pictures of your quilt if you want to submit it to a show! The steamed
facing should stay to the back enough while you take pictures if you have it pinned to a wall.
14. Once your quilt is accepted (or you are in the mood to hand sew), stitch the facing to the back of
the quilt by hand using a ladder stitch—making sure it does NOT go through to the front of the quilt.
Enjoy!
Projects: art
Techniques: quilting
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“Photo Opps”

Auian Bag

Alease bag

Hastle’s son quilt

Hastle Cowboy quilt

Ida’s logcabin quilt

Jean’s prayer pouches
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“Photo Opps”

Jerona’s bags—1

Jerona’s Wheeler Quilt

Jerona’s bags—2

Maggie’s quilt

Rose’s hand applique’

Marion’s Alterations
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Jerona’s bags—3

Marie’s masks

“Photo Opps”

Sanita’s quilt

Shaylor’s Shoe Quilt
Shaylor’s Quilt

Tanyel’s Bag

Terry’s Scott’s Mask for Friend
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2020 Opportunity Quilt
Made by Auian Ward and Marion Bolden

Finished size 82 x 90
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